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Join Sheree on a journey as she awakens the wanderlust in her

soul, defines moments of clarity while walking on the beach,

finds solitude diving with sharks and dolphins, and befriends sea-

loving dogs. She’ll reveal her strong connection to family and

beloved pets, the beauty in a mimosa tree, and the kindred spirit

that lives in all of us. A unique essay collection of all things warm

and good inspired by the author’s love for Emerson.

Ocean Rhythms Kindred Spirits is a reminder to be present in the moment, live life 
with abandon, invariably respecting nature, animals and people.

Sheree Nielsen is...a gatherer of details and lovely moments, of beachy beauty, of good people and their kind words, of 
gentle animals. Reading her essays reminded me how to live better. Sandy Gingras, author/illustrator of Walks on the 

Beach, Lessons of a Turtle & other gift books

Sheree K. Nielsen is the author/photographer of the 2015 Da Vinci Eye

Award Winner, Folly Beach Dances, a "healing" coffee table book inspired

by the rhythm of the sea and her lymphoma journey; and coauthor of

Midnight, The One-Eyed Cat, a picture book about overcoming handicaps

and building confidence. An award-winning author, poet and photographer,

publications include Long Weekends, Southern Writers Magazine, AAA

Southern Traveler, AAA Midwest Traveler, Missouri Life, magazines,

anthologies, newspapers, and websites across the nation and Caribbean.

When not writing, Sheree’s usually discovering new beaches and

coffeehouses, or checking items off her bucket list with her hubby, Russell,

and two goofy canine kids. Four content cats round out her family on three

acres in Missouri. She has an uncontrollable dependency on dark chocolate. 

Title: Ocean Rhythms Kindred Spirits: An Emerson-Inspired 

Essay Collection on Travel, Nature, Family and Pets 

Author: Sheree K. Nielsen 

Publisher: Ocean Spirit Photography, a division of Ocean

Spirit, LLC 

Pub Date: Now Available 
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Trim Size: 5x8, 196 pages 

Paperback ISBN: 978-692-14307-0 | $19.99 | Ebook $8.99 

Ordering Inquiries: OceanSpiritPublishing@gmail.com 

314.954.3845 

With extraordinary reverence for the natural world...Nielsen asks us to pay respects to the world we inhabit, and to exude 
gratitude for the privilege in simply being here. Kelli Allen, Pulitzer nominated author of Otherwise Soft White Ash 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Wentzville, MO -- Ocean Spirit Photography, a division of Ocean Spirit, LLC, announces the release of

award-winning author and photographer Sheree K. Nielsen's newest book, Ocean Rhythms, Kindred

Spirits: An Emerson-Inspired Essay Collection on Travel, Nature Family and Pets, which is now available 

in print for $19.99. The ebook, an Amazon Kindle #1 Hot New Release, is $8.99. 

 

Ocean Rhythms, Kindred Spirits is a reminder to be present in the moment, live life with abandon, invariably

respecting nature, animals and people. Join Sheree on a journey as she awakens the wanderlust in her soul,

defines moments of clarity while walking on the beach, finds solitude diving with sharks and dolphins, and

befriends sea-loving dogs. She’ll reveal her strong connection to family and beloved pets, the beauty in a

mimosa tree, and the kindred spirit that lives in all of us. A unique essay collection of all things warm and

good inspired by the author’s love for Emerson. 

 

"Sheree Nielsen gets it. She's a gatherer of details and lovely moments–of beachy beauty, of good people

and their kind words, of gentle animals. She loves what should be loved in life. She honors what should be

honored. She seems to live the way we all should live. Reading her essays reminded me how to live better."

Sandy Gingras, author/illustrator of Walks on the Beach, Lessons of a Turtle & other gift books 

 

“With extraordinary reverence for the natural world, and the creatures who inhabit it, Sheree K. Nielsen has

crafted a collection of wonder and meditation on wanderlust. This is a...call to action to be more present in

the spaces that capture our imagination. Nielsen is asking us each to pay respects to the world we inhabit,

and to exude gratitude for the privilege in simply being here.” Kelli Allen, Pulitzer nominated author of

Otherwise Soft White Ash 

 

Sheree K. Nielsen is the 2015 Da Vinci Eye Award recipient for Folly Beach Dances. An award-winning

author and photographer, her work is displayed in books, magazines, anthologies, newspapers and websites

across the nation. When not writing, she’s usually discovering new beaches and coffeehouses with her goofy

dogs and patient husband. Find out more about her at ShereeNielsen.wordpress.com. For more information

contact Ocean Spirit Photography at OceanSpiritPublishing@gmail.com. 
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Questions & Answers 
Sheree K. Nielsen

What inspired you to write Ocean Rhythms Kindred Spirits? 

 

I’ve had such vivid memories of traveling as child, I just felt they needed to be documented.

Every May, my family would head to the Florida Keys, and sometimes the Carolinas. Then

in August, we’d head north to the Great Lakes region. Countless memories of being in, on, or

near the water carried onto into adulthood with abiding love for the ocean and lakes. Later in

life, my heart ached to become a scuba diver discovering the deep blue sea, and countless

adventures with wild marine life. Along my journey, I’ve met wonderful individuals—

they’ve interwoven into bits of my life as permanent, lasting reminders of how lucky I’ve

been to experience this wonderful place called Earth. In addition, I wished to share my

connection to family and my great love for pets, nature, and animals. If readers can envision

themselves in the essay, then I’ve accomplished what I’ve set out to do—experiencing joy or

happiness, laughter, or even a good cry—hoping to stir memories of their past. 

 

What is the meaning of the title? 

 

Ocean Rhythms seeks to uncover the wanderlust in my soul, defining moments of clarity in

my life, and when I experience nature’s majesty whether extreme or blissful through beach

and scuba diving adventures, and lyrical dances with creatures – dolphins, sharks, and sea-

loving dogs.  

 

Kindred Spirits reveals my strong connection to family, heritage, sweet childhood memories,

beloved pets, and pleasant coincidences. 
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What do you want readers to take away from Ocean Rhythms Kindred Spirits? 

 

I want them to take away the message of universal beauty, that we’re all connected to every

living thing on Earth and each other. The allure of this place we live is so vast and grand! I

want them to smile, laugh, or cry – placing themselves in the moment, in that particular

essay. 

 

Ocean Rhythms Kindred Spirits is not only a collection of essays but a collection of

photographs as well.  How is expressing yourself through writing similar to expressing

yourself through photography? 

 

I think photography goes hand-in-hand with writing. I’ve been taking photographs since I

was a small child. Every picture tells a story. Pictures help recreate little details of a story or

essay or poem you may have forgotten – like the color of a silk scarf, the texture of the pink

azure sponges along Bloody Bay Wall, or the feel of a wild dolphin’s sleek body. Pictures

connect the dots. I love how in Anne Lamott’s book, Bird By Bird, she talks about the "big

picture" in her chapter titled, "Polaroids." She mentions that things are happening inside the

picture frame, but many details, actions, things pertinent to the picture frame, are also

happening outside the picture. 

 

Which photograph holds the most meaning for you in this book? 

 

The photo I snapped of my husband, Russell, at the Kindred Spirit Bench, while penning a

letter to our friend Wil Wallace, who had passed away suddenly, holds the most spiritual

meaning for me. The feeling of the photo -- the clouds, the flag in the background, the dunes,

the position of my husband’s body, the mailbox, the bench -- is a very emotional photo for

me. I snapped that photo on a whim, and was pleasantly surprised by the outcome. It won the

2013 Missouri Humanities Council for First Place for Photography in conjunction with the

Warrior Arts Alliance. The Kindred Spirit Bench, is my favorite inspirational place, by far.

Thousands of people make the trek each year to visit this place of solitude and respite near

Bird Island, South Carolina. The bench and mailbox were constructed over 40 years ago by

young lovers, and is still maintained by the Kindred Spirit "keepers" to this day. When the

journal pages are full of stories, dedications, and poems, the "keepers" take the journals to

the UNC for safekeeping, and replace new journals for all future visitors. 



Which essay holds the most meaning for you? 

 

Boy, that is a hard one. I have so many favorites. I believe my favorite might be “The Fix-It

Man.” It’s about how my Dad – how he was so selfless, and always thought of others first,

and his ability to make anyone laugh.  

 

You are inspired by Ralph Waldo Emerson—in what ways? 

 

In his ninth essay, the Oversoul, he outlines his belief in a God who resides in each of us, and

who we can communicate. To quote Emerson, “Meantime within man is the soul of the

whole; the wise silence; the universal beauty, to which every part and particle is equally

related, the eternal ONE.” How beautiful is that statement? Emerson speaks about the

connection we all have to each other, which I believe to be true. Every action you take

affects every living being that surrounds you. His works inspire me to respect nature, people

and animals. Be kind to one another. Respect our oceans, lakes, and streams and all life that

reside in these waters. If Emerson were alive now, I think I would have tagged along on his

coat strings. 

 

Where can readers find out more about you and your work? 

 

Readers can check out blog posts or my publications page at ShereeNielsen.wordpress.com.  

I love writing about travel, gardening, architecture, inspiring people, animals and nature.

Readers can also connect with me at upcoming events in the region. My other social media

sites are: 

 

Twitter: @ShereeKNielsen 

Facebook: Facebook.com/ShereeNielsenAuthor 

Instagram: ShereeNielsen 

Amazon Author Central: Sheree K. Nielsen 



Endorsements

"Sheree Nielsen gets it. She's a gatherer of details and lovely moments–of beachy beauty, of

good people and their kind words, of gentle animals. She loves what should be loved in life. She

honors what should be honored. She seems to live the way we all should live. Reading her

essays reminded me how to live better." –Sandy Gingras, author/illustrator of many gift

books including Walks on the Beach and Lessons of a Turtle 

 

“With extraordinary reverence for the natural world, and the creatures who inhabit it, Sheree K.

Nielsen has crafted a collection of wonder and meditation on wanderlust. Nielsen’s attentions

frequently focus on the unknowable ocean and the beaches that welcome water to shore. She

travels from present to past to give voice to her father, her many animal companions, and her

beloved husband. From larkspur to sand dollars, and dragonfly wing to canine fur, these essays

rely upon a sort of tenderness that feels distinctly Midwest in the best possible way—warm,

open, and deeply curious about whom and what boarders state and sea. This is a collection of

praise and grief, yes, but more so a call to action to be more present in the spaces that capture

our imagination. Nielsen is asking us each to pay respects to the world we inhabit, and to exude

gratitude for the privilege in simply being here.” –Kelli Allen, Pulitzer nominated author of

Otherwise Soft White Ash 

 

“Surrender to nature and the pull of the sea and immerse yourself in Ocean Rhythms, Kindred

Spirits. Let Nielsen’s reflections, insights, and adventures spirit you away to a world of sea,

sunlight, salt air, and self-discovery.” –Tom Poland, a Southern Writer, author of South

Carolina Country Roads 
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“Sheree Nielsen has penned another fantastic read with Ocean Rhythms, Kindred Spirits,

capturing one of our family’s favorite things—traveling to the beach with our pups! Stories

involving a beloved sand-loving golden retriever and a cat who expresses love by waking the

author with a “gift,” prompted memory-filled smiles. In Ocean Rhythms, Kindred Spirits,

Sheree’s love of family, travel and pets is a most enjoyable read–whether you’re on a sofa,

hammock, or the beach! –Kent Whitaker, barbeque guru/culinary author of Great

American Grilling 

 

“Ocean Rhythms, Kindred Spirits is a charming collection of moments and memories

reminding us to value life’s small blessings.” --Pat Wahler, author of I am Mrs. Jesse James 

 

"A journey through sea and land, this book inspires self-reflection and universal connection. A

refreshing collection of personal essays!" –Trina Sotira, co-editor of Shifts: An Anthology of

Women's Growth Through Change, 2015 USA Best Book Award finalist, and 2016 Next

Generation Indie Book Awards finalist 
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